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Welcome to Words in Motion 2021
Thank you all for submitting your poems to Wood Buffalo Regional Library’s
Words in Motion competition.
We are always astounded at the amount of poems submitted each year and enjoy reading
each and every one of them. Selecting the top 50 for our Words in Motion booklet is always
a pleasurable task.
Thank you to our judges; Micheal Thornton and Tanisha Kadia for their time and efforts this
year.
We’d also like to acknowledge our partners; NorthWord, Arts Council Wood Buffalo, Fort
McMurray Public School Board, Fort McMurray Catholic School Board, and Northland
School Division No 61.
Unfortunately, we are unable to gather again this year to celebrate
our community talent. We look forward to gathering with you in
2022!
“Poetry is language at its most distilled and most powerful.”
—Rita Dove
Continue to stay safe and healthy!
Amanda MacPherson
Board Chair, Wood Buffalo Regional Library

Magical Moon Claire McKay
It’s forever changing
Yet always the same
It’s forever gone
Yet always there
The magic of the moon
It’s always wondered me
I lie there thinking
What would it be like
To hang from above
To talk with the stars

RIP “Very” Bill Woodward Creative Writing 8/9
The word “very” is like having
the mentality of wet cardboard.
Stale, soggy, useless, and dull.
Erase the word, like wiping the
board.
Delete it, like a word from a
keyboard.
Reduce it to ash, like fire to a
log.
Replace it, like a shattered
phone.
Remake it into something new,
like old clay remodeled
Refurnish it, like a new home.
For there are so many other
variations.
So many other ways to say
Very.

I Like to Dream Preesha Patel
I like to dream that I am free,
grazing the delicate fields of diamond-dewed grass.
The dirt slightly sodden and the sky painted with sapphire.
I like to dream, that I can breathe,
the scent of my mother, and the crispness of the outside air.
I like to dream,
that I could run away from this agony
with no bell to detect me and no human to collar me.
I close my eyes sometimes, not only to dream,
but to escape from this terrorizing reality.
I close my ears, eyes and all
to drown out the sounds and smells
of blood, and sorrow.
Oh, how I yearn
for these wood cages to decompose into ashes,
and be used to grow love, not fear.
I may never dream again.
He comes with a needle and a machine,
which will drain the life out of us, heifers and all.
I whimper, as his hand kisses my throat,
I cry as the door opens and he leads me by the rope,
I sigh, as I realize,
My freedom will be served,
on a plate, with some sauce on the side.

It Was March, 2020 Zohaib Ahmad
The streets were empty
The shops were closed
This news was hefty
Who could have supposed

Then the fear became real
And the days all looked the same.
We all needed to help each other heal
And keep our hopes high, this was our aim.

We went into isolation
And were told not to go outside
To prevent from hospitalization
Whereas many had already left, without saying goodbye

It was March 2020.

This was a global pandemic
Which started off small,
As an epidemic
In the city of Wuhan.
Soon known all around the world as the Coronavirus.
The new hot topic discussed all around social media.
“Who would have guessed this new crisis”,
I thought as I checked my facts on Wikipedia
But this didn’t stop us from doing work
Because we, youngsters, had to study online
And got 20 assignments for “homework”
This surely wasn’t fine

disinterested Jack Bonson
As I sit and listen to meaningless babble like that of the voices in the background.
I try to hear but the words lose me, like water through one’s fingers.
I feel my brain being tossed asunder, bashing against my skull like a leaf in a hurricane.
My thoughts get louder, the voices around me dim.
Seconds to hours, minutes to days.
Silence like that of a vacuum
Out of the void a hope glistens, in the sound of a bell.
Class is over.

Darkest Hours Laurel Spring
How is it that the darkest hours of the night are the liveliest in my mind?
Through a rolodex of memories you are sure to find,
My fondest are when others rest.
It may be because that’s when my brain works best!
When the glass like silence allows me to hear the rise and fall of my chest.
The subtle breeze of a fan.
Using the air in my lungs as a desperately needed middleman.
A highway between my heart and my hands.
A reminder of the worldly offer that stands.
To sleep or to think.
Hoping the racing traffic in my mind will soon shrink.
So then I will rest my eyes.
Feeling my breath, small desperate sighs.
I can’t be the only one who tries.
The hopeless trials of restlessness.
A series of broken mental promises.
They loom over head,
Like a ploom of smoke surrounding my bed.
Would I rather be dead than hear the draining replay of life’s mistakes?
The headaches, hot takes, and unpredictable body aches.
Maybe that’s why I stay awake.
To ease myself of the pain, energy, and heartache
That comes at day break.

Christmas Ava Boucher-Monias
Christmas is family
Christmas is amazing food
Christmas is fun
Christmas is for celebrating baby Jesus
No School during Christmas
Feeling excited on Christmas Eve
Waiting for Santa and the reindeer
We sing carols at Christmas
Baking cookies for Santa
We build snowmen and create snow angels
Family get together
Christmas is the greatest time of the year

The Custodian Travis Hoyles
He comes out from the shed
Wreathed in coffee steam or fog;
It is hard to tell.
With a mop who’s head
Has stiffened to indolence
He goes to work scouring
The bootprints of children
From the linoleum hallway
Where once
He shot marbles: Cat’s Eye and Sunburst
That came to rest, colliding,
With the same black bucket
That wheels squalling
In his wake.

And sometimes, after the last laugh has dwindled
Or the last warning has waned,
And the carbolic ebs
In its gaseous wave;

When I Was a Bit Bored Carter Tobin
I was at home and a little but bored.
So I travelled back in time to see the dinosaurs.
I did a quick ride on the Triceratops back,
That is until I hurt my back, crrrraaaack!
In the sky, I saw the pteranodon soar,
Oh no! We could hear the tyrannosaurus, ROAR!
We need to be more careful as we could be beaten,
Or even worse, we could get EATEN!
Into the jungle, we creaked,
Until we found the Jurassic Park jeep!
As we cruised over the island, we needed to get far,
We went as fast as the Nascar racecar.
I think we may have lost him,
And never lost a limb.
That could have been a bit more rough,
I woke from my dream and that was enough

Once Upon a Troubled Time Francois Marais
Tomas was still in the station- the tickets in Sir Topham Hatt’s hand.
The people afraid of the pixie dust that had swept the land.
Humpty Dumpty sat alone on his wall
He was sick, and wouldn’t let the kingsmen near him at all.
The 3 little pigs were safe tonight.
Through his mask, the wolf couldn’t huff and puff with all his might.
The Seven Dwarves worked from home, a clever scheme.
To keep Snow White safe, from the wicked queen.
Old Santa fell ill- and was forced to make a call
The men at Amazon, instead of Rudolph, led the present haul.
Rapunzel couldn’t trim her long hair of gold.
All barbers and hairdressers were carefully controlled.
And Cinderella had to clean extra - wishing a cure would her befall
Because the handsome prince had cancelled the ball!

Pocket Fish Destiny Gerrior
It gasped for air, its fate was near,
The shallow ends to comprehend.
The child took life, not knowing what he
had done.
Some things are simply said with
melancholy,
This, my friend, is the ending of a life not
yet lived.
The dark pocket hiding the unconscious.
The heart of the dried fish knew it was
his time.
He pictured the places he had not yet
seen,
People he had not yet known,
Friends he had not yet made,
Alive he had never felt.
As he glimpsed his last sights he
wondered what could have been.
He craved to live, to truly be alive.
All his life he never felt fulfilled.
Watching as he was flushed out of life.
His every breath had led to this.
“As all must be” I said within my heart.
The child watched in satisfaction,
As he wondered what his friends would
think,
He wanted the attention, to be
remembered.
No matter the reason he had taken a life.

The pocket fish was now far away in a
place of glory and hospitality.
R.I.P Pocket fish.

Finding Friends Deandra Jones
When I need the sound of laughter in a room,
Feel lonely and overcome with doom.
Let the birds fill my head with their soft song,
The clouds will remind me this won’t last long.
If a warm hug is all I crave,
But I’m limited to a distant wave.
Let the snowflakes kiss my soft cheek,
And the animals comfort what I seek.
When my home feels dark as night,
I’m lost and searching for some light.
Walk to where the sky does end,
For today, nature is my friend.

Where I’m From Jesse Wang
I am from The Garden City
From green parks to long trails.
I am from the Oil mines
From the great fire to the Athabasca
I inherited the history,
From the Great Wall to exquisite food
I was roaming from apple to borough
Like a worm growing into a butterfly
I was a little kid in a jungle,
From swing to swing
Like a monkey
I have bloomed into a beautiful flower
From the blues to the reds like a tulip.

Confession Jamal-e-Fatima Rafat
You may revel in
the sun-kissing peaks
and the lush rolling hills
of my words.
But it’s the deep dark valleys
and the flat plain plateaus of poetry,
where I find myself.

Married to My Anxiety Megan Whitmore
Trying to explain what it feels like to just live, it is really hard.
Because on one hand, I have learned to dance with my devils.
Fall in love with the hallow darkness that holds me down like
concrete boots on a
rising shore.
I slow dance with my demons as they breathless tell me that I
am forever broken.
The claw marks along my skin that I gave to myself make me
less of who I am.
I will always be the forgotten corner of your mind, one that a
long train of thought.
No one shines a light to me, holds a candle to me.
I am nothing spectacular because the bruises that are along
my bones will never
fully heal.
They clatter together like wind chimes in a hurricane and

on one hand my heart outweighs my self doubt... but my
selfish tendency to listen
to all my weakness outweighs my life.
I am a victim of Stockholm syndrome, because I have to play
make believe that I
love who I am and who I will be.
Most days I want to die, not to disappear completely because
that makes my heart
race outside my chest.
But because what if my brain chemistry is wrong and I am
meant for something
more than this.
After 27 years I have noticed that scars do not heal, and abuse
is only put in the
bottom of the drawers inside the filing cabinet That is my
mind.

dance along deaf ears.
I am small like a star in the night sky,
I burnt bright so long ago no one alive now could witness the
explosion that is my
faults.
I realized that I had to marry my anxiety because he never
leaves me anyways, it
is a conversation
that no one else can hear,

looking for something else and you find that the ink still is
not dry on the pages of
something that was set in solid stone 15 years ago.
I fall backwards without looking hoping my body leaves an
impression of all my
good intentions on the street.
someone will take notice that you are always going to be
second best, like the back
burner on the stove, like the middle child who acts so perfect

because we know she
cannot handle our tough days because her hands are so full
of everything else.
So, we slip between the fingers of our mothers because we
will never measure up.
We are left playing house with the shapeshifters inside our
heads who speak razors
and safety pins on our soft skin.
we listen to the prayers of darkness saying if you make it
sting, they won’t touch
you anymore.
Dolls made of stitches and forts of faulted protection hoping
someone will hold a
flashlight to what my transparency lets them see,
like Egyptian walls it tells you a story book that is my horror.
When that shoreline eases up along my throat I learned to

lights are out, I can
just float.
I can still feel the water with my fingertips.
Because maybe I’m not done, just maybe today is a dark day
and tomorrow the sun
will rise behind that fog that clouds my mind.
And maybe if I dig my hands deep enough inside my self, I
can pull it all out.
Because I still find joy in things, but I cannot remember how
to light a fire that
ignites my soul like a steam engine on freight train that will
never stop.
I just want clean hands to unpack my heart. clear eyes to see
that my reflection is
not broke.
Having a love affair with my demons makes it harder to leave,

sway with the waves and
fall madly in love with the way depression makes my body
feel heavier and how if
I whisper to my anxiety that I’m ready, my feet come free and
suddenly I’m in that
silence that is so hard to find.
Because on one hand, I am okay with the fact that I’m never
going to be better.
But, on the other.... it is kind of freeing to know that when the

so I take solace in
the fact that when I close my eyes at night, I have a room full
of creatures who
truly understand how it feels too just be.

UNDAUNTED Billy Graham
At the Fork of the three rivers roaming free
lies the smoky whispers from a past frontier…
Revenant traders stood with Dene and Cree
melded in kinship they sought to persevere
Totemic heritage connecting water and land…
Resilient respect steeped in a deep resolve…
Fort Mac strong a unity in mettled stand...
Bonded souls resisting a common exsolve
A community of strength and steadfast guild
forged by fires and quenched through disease…
Faith the essence that again seeks to rebuild
to witness the elders who dance winters breeze
Undaunted in spirit we have become defined
For not what we gain but what we give is truth…
The past and the present teachings entwined…
Herein our home wherein the heart lies in sooth

Failing is a Part of Life Kristen Dizon
Failing is a part of life,
You can never be human if you don’t fail,
It is not like you’re going to jail.
Remember if you fail it’s okay,
Because it is just the beginning of your way.
Besides if you don’t fail, how would you learn?
Just say:
“It’s okay, I don’t need to feel concerned,”
So the next time you fail think of this poem
And I am sure it will make you smile.

Pandemic Times Maxx Wheaton Coles
I had a google meet with my mates,
Whom it turns out were very late,
He thought it was muted,
And went on and tooted,
Oh dear, oh my, what a state!

An Ageless Mother Dawn Booth
Imagine Mother Earth in her entirety;
and her creations in her existence
— her purpose.
Each year, a new welcoming to the
birth of another child; one at a time,
four and half billion, and counting.
They come; one by one with their lifelines
completely entrusted in her care.
She watches their calendar run
its course through each season.
She is; the source and guiding force
of their existence, providing them
with their daily needs and desires.
She admires, as they blossom through
the morning spring dew; her kisses
sent through radiant beams of light.
She is; the only mother who never
grows too old to nurture, even after
the sunlight turns to shadows;
her warmth to frigid temps.

Quarantine Laments Francois Marais
Bright blue portal
Shards of a mirror
Reflecting back familiar faces
The windows of the world
Holding desktop conversations
Talking - with no one in the room:
A loneliness we must all meet.
Like a colorless, still photo of a better time.
Somehow artificial - socially distant.
The distance between - so small, so large.
The new age - of pipeline conversations.
Exported through a glowing screen.

An Early Winter Travis Hoyles
A frog dips the lilly, spastically,
With its wishbone legs
Through the thin pan
That has formed on the lake.
And overhead
A black quill falls
Like the briefest touch of night
From a passing crow
Who is laden
With the first weight of snow.

The Streets of Syria Alisha Rajpura
It is incomprehensible,
There is no concealing
Absolutely no shielding,
My tears hold loosely onto the lid of
my eye,
As flames ignite,
I hear the chaos in the distance,
Only to find out moments later that
a funeral has begun in the same place,
I continue believing because hope is
my only escape,
First I should stop the squealing,
To prevent revealing,
And stop questioning the meaning,
The deadly loss brings no possible
hope for healing,
To get away I start sleeping,
But sadly the pain repeats as I start
dreaming,
In moments I come to know that my
roof has crashed onto another,
I hear another set of screams from the
east,
I am in the middle of everything,

Cornered from all streets,
Trying to flee,
My breathing comes to a rapid pace,
As I surrender to the state.

Heroz Attia Saleem
Anyone can be a hero
it’s ok if your at zero
Like Mary Two-Axe Earley
You don’t need something curly.
If you think you are not strong, or think you don’t belong
Then listen to her stories and don’t act like her for the glories.
Sometimes you need to do things on your own.
You need to show that you have grown.
Like Mary you should help and provide care.
It doesn’t matter if you are not rare. It only matters if you are fair.
Mary would be proud to see you being kind.
She would not mind if you are blind.
You can do it. I know you won’t show a fit. She would say.
That the right way to end the day.
When people need help you can be there.
When people want superman he will be where?

Eyes Lara Mackay
The world is quiet,
Like water rushing into my ears,
Like a field of meek daisies,
With no sense of fear.
This is the place,
Where all can be happy,
Where no masked are noticed;
As deaf as we can be.
The world is loud,
Like a burst of red sirens,
Like a loud sleepless slumber,
A squeal with no end.
Each little noise invades like a flood,
Crashing and Crashing,
The sounds are awake,
Watching and watching.
Not a plug, not a knot,
Nothing can hide me from this silence,
Not but the keys of a sudden loud
bliss,
Like the voice of a dream barreling in.
The eye of the storm is ever watchful,
Not eternal,
But always there,
When one’s deaf ears could hear.

I am... Vasundhara Joshi
I am smart and kind
I wonder what it’s like to be you
I hear the sound of the ocean
I see Atlantis
I want to do it over and over
I am smart and kind
I pretend I am the queen
I feel like an angel’s wings
I touch the fluffy clouds
I worry about others
I cry for others
I am smart and kind
I understand what it’s like
I say that I am awesome
I dream of a day full of surprises
I try my best to make you proud
I hope for the best
I am smart and kind

Climbing Myla Cleaver
Door frames make me climb.
Tables make me hang.
Rocks, walls and trees make me climb.
Climbing and hanging make me happy and excited and brave.
I wear rock climbing shoes and my red chalk bag and I am proud.

Aurora’s Night Shaena Tolato
It was cold, windy, and dark,
little did I know there’s a spark.
Then here she comes,
Glittering, and bright.
Pink, purple, green, and blue,
I was mesmerised, who knew.
It danced and moved,
It’s like snakes but it’s Aurora like dancing on a lake.
As I see her in the sky
She dispersed right in front of my eyes.

Are the Trumpets Calling Anna Hilton
The strong wind brings the rain across my face
Giving me no grace
I am lost in a flood
Broken down at the base
Are the trumpets calling
Are the trumpets calling for me
It comes to erase
The hurt and lost space
Hidden from me pain
They say they are no longer a disgrace?
Are the trumpets calling
Are the trumpets calling for me
When the winter comes will we forget the traits?
Will we find peace within the flood filled waste?
Do flowers still grow?
Does it bring the sweetest taste?
Are the trumpets calling
Are the trumpets calling for me
Cozy lighthouse to escape
Light gleaming onto the unlaced
Here you can see the pain

Here we can finally erase
Are the trumpets calling
Are the trumpets calling for me

Camping 2nd Guides
Fire is warm.
Sticky marshmallows,
Gooey s’mores.
Campfire smoke.
It’s in my eyes; it’s in my hair.
Tasty s’mores!
I hear a loon across the lake.
Toasty marshmallows.
Black marshmallows.
Fire!
Smells like hot dogs.
Smells like bug spray.
Going on a hike,
Spongey moss underfoot.
Fishing.
Flies.
Food.
Campfire songs.
My favourite memories.

My Mother Zarish Khurshid
My mother is a perfect angel,
So forgiving, thoughtful and gentle,
Her beauty is a dream,
Her heart is so very clean.
My mother is the best gift in the world,
She is more worthy than gems and pearls,
My beautiful Mom is so unique and special to me,
She does my everything, that too for free.
She is the most caring woman ever,
I will always love her forever,
She is a brave lion at heart,
So just, so merciful, and also very smart.
My mother is a part of me,
I feel so good when her I see,
My mother is so positive and simple,
She indeed is a sparkling crystal.
I don’t have any more words to describe her,
Friends and teachers change, but you’ll always have one
mother,
I’m lucky to have such a glistening treasure,
Nobody in the whole universe is better.

Misunderstood Month Dawn Booth
What if January was misunderstood;
Its darkness, a way of telling us to quiet,
To calm our environment, our surroundings?
The cold shivers felt from its wintery weather;
Its way of keeping us awake and warm,
In our bodies, minds and souls?
What if we were meant to hibernate; rest,
Like animals do to conserve energy slowly,
To survive such adverse weather?
What if January was misunderstood;
Our expectations and broken resolutions,
Its way to remind us to not expect?
What if January was not this chance
Of new beginnings, but a reserved time
To reflect on our intentions?
Patiently,
Peacefully.

I was debating not telling you Genevieve
A nights worth of freedom,
At a risk worth of love.
Your stories have a suspicious oder
When did you get elected?
I don’t remember voting for another president
who can’t talk without a rehearsed speech
“I was debating not telling you, but this is me telling you the
truth”
I’m so grateful you considered lying to me
It’s truly the cherry on top
Was it a whisper?
Was it a yell?
How loud did your dishonest thoughts scream?
When did your addiction to deceit spiral out of control?
I swear I’m having deja-vu
Didn’t this happen last month?
Didn’t we break up over this last year?
Imagine a word where I must thank you for not lying to me

You come to me proud
Like a 3 year old telling his mom he didn’t have any
accidents today
But your not 3
And I’m not your mom
I shouldn’t have to raise you like my child
“Did you go potty today”
“Did you cheat on me today”
No baby steps for you
I’m not proud you cheated but later told me about it
I’ve been fouled a time too many
The slander you speak isn’t welcome in my home
I hope the fabricated lies you spin catch up to you
Find yourself someone new

Because of you. Megan Whitmore
And the funny thing is, after I met you, I started to put my
seatbelt on again, tied myself in my shoes better and kept
putting the caps back on the knifes at night. I started to see
sunlight with the dust that dances in the bight parts of my
room again.
Every question I had disappeared.
The small quiet moments before you open your eyes when
everything is at peace.
Your flat and weightless and so heavy it hurts.

Join the Fight Kristen Dizon

I am made fun of because of my identity,
I am not the person everyone admires,
Everyone treats me like an enemy.
But I still stand,
I might not be like you but I am not mean like you.
I should be treated right like everyone in the land,
But no, you are admired for your cruelty,
Or is it because of your looks,
You are beautiful on the outside,
But never on the inside.
Everyone just thinks you’re a cutie,
But your attitude is hideous beast,
So this poem is asking you,
Pleading you,
Come join this side,
Where we stand for peace,

We do not mean harm,
But please join the side where we fight for the right.

Untitled Janna Stone
I am from deep blue oceans
That goes as far as the eye can see.
I am from deep forests that
Get darker as you go.
I am from a place where white
Blankets cover the ground for months on end.
I am from the darkest corners of your mind,
Places nobody dares to go.
I am from places with tall columns
And bodies from years and years ago.
Where the dark meets the light
Over and under arches that cross
Stark blue rivers.
I am from places where predators hunt prey
Where they hide with masks behind a
Screen, looking for unwanted young.
I am from orange spheres with dark lines carved into
Them filled with deep browns.
Rooms with intricate lines painted on the ground
Each meeting at about 90 degrees.
I am from tall nets woven with white threads.
With clear boards and white lines begging to be hit.

Where I’m From Annora Jaynes
I am from flourishing forests, flat fields, and farms,
Small town, amazing friends, and dead end roads.
I’m from bears, deer, and coyotes on the property.
Skating, dancing and fun.
I’m from flowing creeks, itchy insects and open outdoors,
Running over cracks in the dirt.
Barefoot on the gravel, climbing up on bales.
I’m on a plane to a great big Province,
Visiting cousins on the dairy farm
From moving to the city seven hours away,
Leaving friends and starting anew.
I’m from not talking and silence,
Nose stuck in a book.
I’m from anxiety and worry,
From troubles in the mind,
Thoughts of whispers all around.
Grandma in the hospital Grandpa on the farm,
One now in care and the other moved much closer.
I’m from few friends yet happiness.
But most of all I’m from a home,
And home I stay, wherever I am.

it was as if Maryam Saleem
when i walk a little to fast
or drive a bit over the limit
it is as if
i am flying

when i do simple stuff
that reminds me of you
stuff you can
no longer do

when i talk a bit to much
and just cant be silent
it is as if
i am breathing

it was as if
you were here

when i stay up past dark
and just be still all night
it is as if
i am believing
when i learn to listen
rather than talk
it is as if
i am observing
when i am dreaming
and those dreams are real
it is as if
i am living

The Greatest Pain of Them All Mahi Prajapati
The day I no longer could walk with ease
Wrestling with my thoughts
Looking down at my fragile wrinkled hands
Oh, how things have changed
Rubbing them to ease the pain
And recalling the life they helped make!
Feeling the burden of my thoughts
That eats my heart out with sorrow
It burns me up, hotter than fire
Carrying the shallow weight of my regrets
Flashing back to the times I was young
Where there was no limit- not even the sky
The dreams that kept me going, when the world
Shattered apart, and my ambitions that sparked
Like fireworks could not be confined
Oh, how my life took a turn!

The fear that once disappeared
After a small fight or two
Now strangled me at night
Sucking all my dreams and ambition
Into far sight
The colours of my life faded away
And that’s the day I dug my grave
As I lay in my death bed
My greatest fears are replaced with “what ifs”
The colours of my life are brighter than ever
But everything comes to an end
And my fragile wrinkled body
Disappears into the night sky
Wishing to just have tried!

Staying at Home Tanishka Chouhan
I can’t go to school they say,
Now I’m stuck at home for days.
My parents stay home to finish their job,
As I become more and more of a slob!
My PJ’s is what I wear every day,
You’d faint if you saw my house today.
I started looking for places to sit in my room,
So I can join my online classroom.
I’m reading books and painting art,
Does that make me look cool and smart?
People say it’s okay to be grumpy,
Because this covid-19 will be a little lumpy.
The teachers teach us through video,
So we know what we should know.
Doctors and nurses help people who are sick,
Hopefully, soon they find something to give this virus a kick.
While I can’t see my friends, I sew them masks,
To the pantry, I add extra snacks.
I’ll stay the same,
No matter what happens.
My heart won’t shrink, and I won’t get dumber.
I know this pandemic is such a bummer.
I will try to stay strong,

Hopefully for not that long.
I hear a noise,
It’s the radio.
They say a vaccine is coming out soon.
A vaccine you say?
I jump up and shout hooray!
I’m going back to school one day.
And hopefully, never staying home again for days!

The Journeys We Take Maryam Soliman
Disfigured, with aches and ashes to his bones,
Self slogs along the shore.
He cannot stop, he sees the end.
And yet, he carries a burden, a weight so heavy
That his slender shoulder blades perforate the load
. . . leaving him inextricably bound.
Frustrated yet fascinated,
Self does not cease his trek.
Onlookers shout,
Warning him of his frivolous journey.
“Where are you going?
Why are you going there?
Who are you going for?”
Self hears these cries, yet he continues heedlessly
Along the sand, a stretch of sharp sediment
And glass lacerates his soles.
And yet he does not cease his trek.
No, he sees the end, he tramps onward,
With his burden in tow.
Little does Self know.
He walks along the interminable shore,
A world without end. Carrying a weight that is not his,
And suffering the pains of someone else.
Self continues his trek,
Seeking an end that only exists in the mind of another.

A Lymerick About Hyrule Tristan Eggleton
The land of Hyrule is vast and wide,
There lived a young knight who fought with pride.
The Tri-Force gave him power,
To make enemies cower,
And all the land would fight at his side.

Untitled Hunter Chaytor
Still as a turtle.
The snowman lies there.
Slowly melting away in the heat.
Still, he doesn’t move.
His life slowly melting away.
His face drooping m ore a nd more.
His eyes are getting more lopsided.
His mouth is where hi s sho ulders are.
His nose is not even near him at all.
He ca n ba rely sta y standing up.
By s ummer he’s gone.
Only a puddle remains.
In this short life.

A Cluster of Clues Classroom 3B
Spin clear sticky webs
They will catch a struggling ant
Wrap him up tight, yum!

Eight legs hang egg sacks
Spiderlings spin sticky webs
Hold on to webs, hang

They eat ants and flies
They can crawl on floors and
walls
They are arachnids

They like eating flies
They are such weird creatures,
ew!
They have egg sacs? Weird!

Eats small animals
Tarantulas eat a bird
Spiderlings can crawl

A cluster is a group of..?

Eight eyes and makes silk
Holds on to webs and has eight
legs
Hairs all over him
Spin circular webs
Hidden shiny insect eyes
They make strong clear webs

This Current Arrangement Jessica Kenney
I have been home so long,
that the bones of domesticity
ache in my own body.
And,
I can no longer forgive
Happenstance
For what truly is
Global irresponsibility.
My screens are full of
Derision and divisiveness.
I’m bored
And forlorn
For something
I cannot even remember.
Do I even know how to reach out
anymore?
Netflix has replaced:
Gentle embraces,
Cacophonous conversations,
Coffee mugs and wine glasses
staining wooden kitchen tables.

For every act of love,
Every act of giving,
May produce a taking away –
A risking of
Someone’s life.
This leaves me Desperate,
Quiet,
Weighty,
Longing for inoculation.
Tonight’s frozen pink sky surges
The boisterous din
Of my beautiful children, My
husband, my love.
These joyous noises,
The spinning of vinyl,
Fills my heart with contentment,
Despite the conflict I feel
About this current arrangement.

This current arrangement,
We call,
And will call for a spell
more,
Life.
Life

Home Shahfraz Awan
Home is a place where I was welcomed into the world

Coming back home to everyone’s favourite comfort
zone

Where I took my first step and I spoke my first word
To express our deep feelings to our long lasting home
Where I cry out of laughter and sometimes have a
meltdown
Not a fire nor a pandemic will ever slow me down

Homes can be big and they can be small
But the most important thing is if there’s shelter for
all

Locked up in our homes
For the soul that will be happy
Just like the key was thrown
When it is judged in front of all
In a dark dark place
Where light was never shown
Suddenly my nightmares had turned into a dream
We found a vaccine that would end the google meets
We went back to school with our heads held up high
Hoping to start a new journey,instead of saying

Terrifyingly Beautiful Preesha Patel
I went over to her house for lunch one day.
It was hardly that.
I walked up to her doorstep and prayed:
let this be a friend, who I can discover,
let this not be another,
failure of my endeavours to discover myself.
Why am I here? Why did I bother?
Should I turn back to the comfort of my
harbour?
Her voice is getting louder,
I realize,
the door was already open, she’s waiting,
I better go inside.
I lift the cloudy veil the covers the door
immediately, my feet are off the floor.
Gravity rapidly surrenders to her voice,
I am to fly, I have no choice.

Her house, her layer, her domain
is covered in darkness, but the more I stray
I feel the heat, of an elephantine God
that puppeteer’s its flames to claw
and rip the coldness of the room
without it, I would freeze to doom.
Its heavenly fire resonates in my eyes
I see why others want it immortalized.
But alas, I must carry on
I need to meet her: Amon
I drift to my left where I see the orbs
of gas, rock, and metals galore.
Asteroids, comets and distinct stars,
remind me that Earth is not the Czar.
There are things unable to comprehend,
this fear prickles inside me, are we the beginning
and the end?
Of consciousness.
Of understanding.
Of discovery.
Of hope.
Of
Life?

“There must be more, beyond what we have seen,
there must be more, tell me!”
I scream
Patience Homo- Sapien, she replies,
Now on with what brought you to my side.
“Lunch, I suppose to make a new friend.”
Her laugh extends
to the corners of reality.
What’s lunch? she asks freely.
“It is where two can meet to get to know each other,
dearly.”
Oh, I’m afraid that is impossible,
“Why?”
Because I am the universe, and I am unstoppable.

Of the Other Side Ailene Thomas
The drift from the sea graces my senses
The faded colors of sand and sky bring a feeling to the soul,
And somewhere in the distance, an ancient house creaks on the
rocks,
While the waves crashing beside it bring unnamed treasures.

The small house by the sea was once a home,
Children and parents laughing as the rain poured down
on them,
Noticing the small changes in the tide,
Too late to save themselves

What’s left of it seems forgotten, laying on the rocks,
Untouched and empty, yet brimming with thought and memories.
Broken plywood and scuffed plastic siding threatening to fall off at
any point.

The rickety tracks over the river rattle,
The passengers barely noticing the sound,
Until they are plunged into the cold

In another life, a train stops for its last round.
The quiet passengers glancing at the stop, and boarding,
before the train resumes its route.
And on the side of a bustling market street,
An artist sketches the last pieces of his work,
The young girl dropping her flowers gently,
As the small coins in her hand make their way to his hands.
Miles away, somewhere far away, the night breeze flutters,
The blouse of a young girl rippling in the air as she walks along the
roof’s railing.
The glow of the cars below draw her eyes.
She walks along the edge, her eyes trained on the seemingly quiet
road.
But the sight I see isn’t everything
The darker side being shoved further and further down,
Till it finally bursts, coming to life in dreadful swings
Its black wings bring the despair that fills the cracks of our world.

And on the street, where the cold night brings less and
less life,
The few coins he manages to pull glow under the street
lamp,
The reminder of another pointless night
And as the young girl walks along, she’s reminded of the
world below,
The reality from which she so desperately wants to
escape,
Living in her world of thoughts,
She lets herself go, the ground rapidly closing in on her.
And here I sit here waiting.
The journal in my hands holding nothing more,
Useless phrases and battered up descriptives to the world,
Word after word, until there is nothing left but torn pages
and scuffed markings.

Shape Poem Nealah Adams

Our trust is like the sky Genevieve
Our trust is like sky,
Some days are dark
No flare up above to light the way
Walking circles with no sense of direction
No sun in the sky to push away all the clouds
of deceit
Our trust is like the sky,
Sunlit and clear
Loving blindly
Trusting it won’t rain
No umbrella for a “just in case of emergency”
Our trust is like the sky,
Some days tornadoes of built up lies
Tear down century old monuments
Winds of high speed cut through promises
A beast unleashed in what used to be the
sun
Our trust is like the sky,
A cloudy day,
never sure when the next deceiving cloud
will block the sun of honesty
Preparing for the worse
Hoping for the best
A game of luck
There is no winner

Our trust is like the sky,
Snow storms freeze us in time
Stuck in a moment of ice fabricated by mistrust
Unable to move forward with the howling snow
Temperatures colder than my heart
Our trust is like the sky,
A full moon on a cloudless night
not a sound to be heard,
restful and easy
Like the cool slip into a cozy bed
Not a whisper of evasion from the outside world
Our trust is like the sky,
A thunderstorm of fiction
Each drop of rain another white lie pouring down like
bricks
Lighting strikes without warning
Thunder screaming without rest
Another restless night
The weatherman predicted we’d have a clear sky this
week
But I know better then to have faith in him
And so our trust stays as unpredictable as the sky
I pray that next year it will rain less
I wish we would move to Mexico where the sun is
always out
But that’s not where are life is
And so our trust lies in the sky

If you find a pen Jack Bonson
An archaic instrument.
Old as times long past.
So simple yet impossibly complex.

Form paper into great tomes.
Simple ideas into masterpieces.
Watch as empires rise and fall at its whim.
More powerful as any army or nuke,
More influential than any politician.

Mightier than the sword, lesser than the man.
History bends to its will, the future is formed by its lines.
It turns mere tales into fantastical fictions.

It creates stories and sentences that must never be uttered.
It causes the greatest feats of intelligence but also the
greatest atrocities.
A ceaseless well of wisdom waiting to be tapped into.

Maker of impossible happenings.
Creator of doomsday
It caused humanity’s rise, it will be its downfall

Keeping Up Deandra Jones
Am I enough? I asked.
“Everyone must work from home,” they said.
If I work from home who will see that I am best at my job?
Because I am the most adaptable, this is an easy adjustment for
me.
“Cancel your travel plans.”
Oh no big deal, I can create Hawaii at home.
I am having so much fun, smile for the camera.
“Exercise at home,” they said.
Who will know I am sweating the hardest?
Because I am, let me show you.
“Practice social distancing - indefinitely.”
I can do that, what a good opportunity to catch up on cleaning.
I will use powdered Tide on everything.
“No socializing for the holidays.”
I will prove I am still enough, I responded.
Invite the neighbourhood to see my candy shoot, my 100ft light
display.
Alexa, please order chic Christmas decorations, make it match.
A voice in the back shouted, “there isn’t enough for everyone.”
Ok so I need toilet paper, and to stockpile dry goods.
Everyone needs to know that I think ahead, I am the most
prepared, I am ready.

But wait...I miss my friends and family.
“Well have you been invited to hang out virtually, do you belong?”
Actually, this is hard, I said.
“Oh not for me, I can keep myself busy. Look at my new hobbies
and crafts.”
I whispered, I can’t keep up, am I enough?
My spirit hung her head.
Enough can’t be found out there.
It is a quiet space that you know how to find.
Shut out the noise, the panic, the new set of rules.
You will find that enough, is you.

